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Claims (including proposed ExhibitA (report dated November 8, 2001), page 2

amendments)

1. A method for removing

defects from a

semiconductor surface,

comprising:

coating the

semiconductor surface and

the defects with a planar

protective layer;

thinning the planar

protective layer to selectively

reveal portions of the

defects;

"a self-masking process for removing groivth defects

from the surface of the MBE grown Sb-based

epilayers"

"coating the surface of the wafer with a thick

photoresist layer (5-10 microns)"

"dry-etching the resist layer to a thickness of H).5

microns (to reveal the tops of the defect structures

but protecting the remainder of the semiconductor

surface)"

removing the defects; and ''wet chemical etching of the exposed defect

structures'

removing the planar

protective layer.

2. The method of claim 1

wherein the planar

protective layer uniformly

covers the defects.

3. The method of claim 1

wherein the planar

protective layer is a

photoresist layer.

4. The method of claim 3

wherein the photoresist layer

has a thickness from about 5

'stripping of the remaining photoresist layer"

"coating the surface of the wafer with a thick

photoresist layer (5-10 microns)"

"coating the surface of the wafer with a thick

photoresist layer (5-10 microns)"

"coating the surface of the wafer with a thick

photoresist layer (5-10 microns)"
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to about 10 microns.

5. The method of claim 4

wherein the photoresist layer

has a thickness of about 8

microns.

18. The method of claim 1,

wherein removing of the

defects is performed by

etching.

19. The method of claim 1,

wherein thinning the planar

protective layer is performed

by a process which is

identical to a process for

removing the planar

protective layer.

20. The method of claim I,

wherein the semiconductor

surface comprises a

semiconductor selected from

a group consisting of GaSb,

InAs, Si, InP; GaAs, InAs,

and AlSb.

21. The method of claim 1,

wherein the defects are

removed using a wet

chemical etchant.
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''coating the surface of the wafer with a thick

photoresist layer (5-10 microns)"

"wet chemical etching of the exposed defect

structures''

'stripping of the remaining photoresist layer"

"a self-masking process for removing growth defects

from the surface of the MBE grown Sb-based

epilayers"

"wet chemical etching of the exposed defect

structures"
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Commissioner for Patents
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I Peter D. Brewer, declare and say:

1. I am the Inventor named in the above-identified application.

2- I completed the invention disclosed and claimed in the abovii-identifled

application in the United States erf America Ito later than November 0, 2001.

3. ExhibitA to this declaration is a copy of a "Progress, Status and

Management Report- for research on "Antimonlde Based Compound Semiconductors
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(ABCS)" that I helped to prepare. The date of the report is stated on its cover;

November 8, 2001. Irrelevant material has been redacted from the copy of ihe report

attached as Exhibit A_ The report evidences actual reduction to practice of ihe invention

claimed in this application before November 8, 2001.

4. The "Description, of Progress" on page two of the "Progress, Status and

Management Report" attached as ExhibitA contains a section that X wrote. It describe*

research directed to a "substrate transfer technology focused on tine preparation of die

MBE grown epi-layer surfaces prior to wafer bonding and processes for selectively

removing GaSb substrates after wafer bonding." "Morphological growth-defects on the

surface of the Sb-based epilayers" are identified as problems because these defects

"interfere with the bonding of the GaSb epilayere and Che sapphire substrates." The

solution was "a self-masking process for removing growth defects form the surface of

theMBE grown Sb-based epilayers.*

g. As stated In the "Progress, Status and Management Report* attached as

Exhibit A, the "self-masking process* involves four processing steps: "1) coating the

surface of the wafer with a thick photoresist layer (5-10 microns), 2) dry-etching the

resist layer to a thickness of -0.5 microns (to reveal the tops of the defect structures but

protecting the remainder of the semiconductor surface), 3) wet chemical etching of tire

exposed defect structures, and 4) stripping of the remaining photoresist layer,"

6. The "Progre&s, Status and Management Report" attached as Exhibit A

observes that "this process effectively removes Ihe protruding defect structures from

the surface of the semiconductor wafer without (affecting] the surrounding epflayer
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material.'' The "Report" note* the successful results of the process: "[i]niual results

using this process to prepare as-grown HBT wafers for bonding to sapphire substrates

indicate enhanced bonding yialda as a result of eliminating the morphological growth

defects. In these experiments, bonding surface area yields as high as94% were

obtained.*

I declare further mat all statements made herein ofmy own knowledge are true;

that all statementsmade herein on information and belief are believed to be tme; and

further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false

statements and the like are punishable by fine or imprisonment or both, under Section

1001 of Title 18 of the United Stetas Code and that such willful false statements may

jeopardize the validity of this application or any patents issuing thereon.

Date: September 5, 2006

Peter D. Brewer
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Antimonide Based Compound Semiconductors (ABCS)

November 8, 2001

Period Covered: October 1 2001 -November 1. 2001
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SPAWAR Systems Center, San Diego
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prfa^JSS. HEMT and HBT de»tt«.

a**^^™Softb. .ot*«» wort* technology *****™
rfto^^XU- (*>7° waftr boding «»d proofs* ftr

riTotubcmtiMs arc fairly large, for example* a paxuew vx i w ^

GaSb substrate wafer. The defects Bie an iKiegmi pa« oj.

<.«t The
J3L and cannot be removed with conventional particulate removal passes. The

£S£ of defect* on War range from 1-lOO/cm
2 and mnge m Size from 1-50

microns with heights typically from 1-1 0 microns.
„^.„«wHrf~4* from the

HRL hasdeveloped a aalf-maaktog process for removing growfiVdtfects™™™
wrfaoe rffl^Bj£o^ Sb-bosed epttayers. This proce»Jnvolv«iftm,

S^^coSujgfte surface ofthe wafer with a thick photoresist layer (5-10

^^TScsist lover to a thickness of 5 microns rev^ the tops ofthe drfect

SSreTbiTp^ini the remainder of the semiconduetor surface), 3) ™t cbea»Ml

SdW^eW^defect stniciures, and 4) stripping of the -maimng pho^st

S^ough^ple, this process effectively removes^ prottuding defect

Kt£«ETS. semiconductor wafer^«^^^f^tS
matcriaL Initial results using this process to prepare as-grown HBT waters ror ommmg

rehire substrates iS> enhanced bonding yields » a result of elmu^Ug the

mc^^caUrowth-defectB. In these experiments, bonding surface atea yields as h«h

a.^^rcob^
^^^ ^ devdopiag a ^ ^eetivay

removing GaSb substrates from InAs epilayew after wafer bonding, ™»
activity** centered on developfae » three-step process to thin and sc^^ly «movc

u^GaSblubstiate. The process includes the fpllowing steps: 1) lap and p£**\*c

Zxxx* (bonded to sapphh^to a thiekness of 50 microns, 2) continue ttunm^ofthe

SblubStrate mat«^ to -20 microns using a selective ^.^^J^.^Jl
renWthfeaed GaSb material from the InAs epilayets using a mghlysdect^e dry Och

process. The multi-step process is used to efficiently remove fte sub^ma^ from

STepUayer device structure and not over burden the dry etch system with

long etoh^uns. The dry etch process uses an inductively^^J^^^fZ
ustig B Cl-based etch chemistry mat has demonstrated etch.selectively ol lOOOrl for

GaSb and InAa, respectively. This process was successful used to completely ranove the

GaSb substrate material from a InAs diode structure epilsyer bonded to sapphire.
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